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Natural Gas Fuelled Ships – Key Drivers & Indicators 
Challenging Emission Regulations
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Natural Gas Fuelled Ships – Key Drivers & Indicators 
Future ECAs

Natural Gas Fuelled Ships – Key Drivers & Indicators 
Options for Compliance

• Low sulphur fuels/distillates

• HFO with a scrubber

• LNG as fuel – and other alternative fuels

• Lloyd’s Register considers all options as feasible, but choice of 
option depending on commercial considerations:

• Trading pattern and percentage of time in ECAs

• Cost difference and pay-back time

LNG is a solution not the solution!



Natural Gas Fuelled Ships – Key Drivers & Indicators 
Key Indicators

• At the Green Ship Technology 2011 Conference a 
vote was carried out among the attendees on future 
fuels

• More than 75 % of the attendees expected LNG as 
the fuel making most progress within the next 10 
years

Natural Gas Fuelled Ships – Key Drivers & Indicators 
Key Indicators

• Frito Lay converting corporate fleet to LNG – savings of $250/gal

• UPS – corporate fleet running on LNG

• Westport Innovations shipped 5,739 natural gas units in 2011 (+46% from 
2010)

• Shell has committed to building significant refuelling infrastructure in high traffic  
areas in Western Canada including a non-regulated degasification plant west of 
Calgary.

• Robert Trucking (Quebec) committed to buying 200 natural gas powered trucks 
with 55 trucks already in the fleet – Potential anchor project?



Natural Gas Fuelled Ships – Key Drivers & Indicators 
Pros - Cons
• Pros

• SOx reduction approaching 100 %

• NOx reduction of up to 80-90 %

• CO2 reduction of 10-20 %

• Reduction of particulates

• Positive impact on EEDI

• Clean burning => less maintenance

• Securing a competitive advantage/CSR

• Chartering preference

• Second-hand value

• Better crew retention

• LNG price expected to be below 
LSFO but is uncertain

• Cons

• ”New” technology as primary fuel

• Rules are not completely in place

• Manoeuv./low load on compliant fuel

• Possible methane slip

• May cause loss of cargo space

• Increased newbuilding/retrofit cost

• Availability of LNG

• Possible time constraints of berthing 
for bunkering and voyage deviation

• Crew competancy

• Uncertaincy on LNG bunkering 
price

Regulatory Structure for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships 



Regulatory Structure for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Experience with Gas-fuelled Installations

• For over 30 years, LNG cargo ships have used boil-off to 
fuel their propulsion boilers, and more recently in dual 
fuel gas and diesel engines.

• 1982 First gas fuelled ship – Accolade II classed LR CNG 
dual fuel bulk carrier.

• Dual fuel internal combustion engines and gas turbines 
are common in the oil and gas industry.

• Gas fuelled ferries for river and coastal services.

• Application of Safety Case methodologies (HAZID, 
HAZOP and FMEA) for assessment of dual fuel 
electric propulsion systems for LNG Ships. 

• Albion ferries “Klatawa” and “ Kulleet” (26 cars/146 
pass.) between Fort Langley and Albion, BC until July 
2009, each had two deck-mounted dual fuel engines 
running on diesel and CNG.

Regulatory Structure for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
International Perspective

• IMO Resolution MSC.285(26) – “Interim Guidelines on Safety for Natural 
Gas-fuelled Engine Installations in Ships” was adopted on 1 June 2009; non-
mandatory;

• “Code of Safety for Ships Using Gas or Other Low-flash Point Fuels with 
Properties Similar to Liquefied Natural Gas” (IGF Code) is under 
development at IMO, which is expected to come into force in 2015-2017;

• The BLG’s IGF Working Group has proposed to refer some sections to their 
relevant IMO bodies, e.g., fire safety to FP, training to STW, tank location to SLF, 
etc., the outcome of these Sub-Committees’ decision is unknown;

• IGC Code for gas carrier is also under revision at IMO, which could impact on 
the finalization of the IGF Code; question on possible harmonization between 
IGC and IGF Codes has been discussed as well;

• IACS Unified Requirements M59: Control and Safety Systems for Dual Fuel 
Diesel Engines;



Regulatory Structure for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Domestic (Canada) Perspective

• Rules governing the design, construction and operation of gas fuelled ships have 
not been developed in Canada;

• TCMS has acknowledged all major classification societies have their rules or 
guidelines in place for gas fuelled ships;

• Transport Canada has not to date indicated a plan to develop its own 
regulations or standards for gas fuelled ships.

• Similar to SOLAS, current Canadian Marine Machinery Regulations prohibit the 
use of fuel with flash point of less than 60°, however;

• In the absence of Canadian regulations for gas fuelled ships, despite that the 
IMO Resolution MSC.285(26) is not officially implemented in Canada, using 
these interim guidelines can be accepted through the MTRB process, subject to 
additional requirements, up until such time the IGF Code comes into force and is 
adopted in Canada;

Regulatory Structure for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Domestic (Canada) Perspective

• It would appear TCMS will deal with all gas fuelled ships in Canada on a case-
by-case basis to ensure a certain level of safety and environment protection 
and;

• In every case, a risk analysis shall be conducted to ensure that any risks arising 
from the use of gas fuel or low flashpoint fuels are addressed;

• Early indications are such that all safety matters of each gas powered ship will be 
subject to Marine Technical Review Board (MTRB’s) decision.



Regulatory Structure for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Domestic (Canada) Perspective

• TCMS has noted specifically that:

• Neither the IMO MSC.285(26) nor the five CDN RO’s rules prohibit the 
storage of fuel tanks under accommodation space;

• both IMO Guidelines and the five CDN RO’s rules allow the ESD machinery 
space configuration; 

• at present, TCMS has no objections to the IMO Resolution and the five RO’s
rules;

• the hazardous area zoning system for electrical system used in IMO 
Guidelines is essentially from IEC Standard and is acceptable to TC as long 
as the upcoming IGF Code will adopt this area classification method.

Regulatory Structure for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
USGC Perspective

• The use of natural gas as fuel is a promising technology for complying with 
upcoming air emission limits in the U.S. which has had a long history of proven 
success in Scandinavia.

• The U.S. Coast Guard is currently reviewing concepts for gas-fueled vessel 
design on a case-by-case basis.

• Recently approved concepts have been determined to provide an equivalent 
level of safety to the Code of Federal Regulations by using the IMO Interim 
Guidelines as a baseline standard.

Recent Acceptance of Natural Gas as Fuel on U.S. Flag Vessels
Timothy E. Meyers P.E., and Lieutenant Nicholas A. Woessner



Regulatory Structure
Lloyd’s Register

• SOLAS II-2 regulation 4.2.1 limits the flashpoint of  fuels to 60ºC or higher: 
“except as otherwise permitted by this paragraph, no oil fuel with a flashpoint 
of less than 60ºC shall be used.”

• However 

• IMO International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships 
Carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk (IGC Code), Chapter 15

• IMO Interim Guidelines on Safety for Natural Gas-Fuelled Engine 
Installations in Ships MSC 285(86)

• IACS Unified Requirement M59: Control and Safety Systems for Dual Fuel 
Diesel Engines 

• LR has had Provisional Rules for Methane-Fuelled Ships since 2007

• The IMO IGC and IGF Codes are being co-ordinated and harmonised and are 
expected in 2015/16. Proposed Scope:

• Ship Arrangements and Design

• Fire Safety

• Electrical Systems

• Control Monitoring and Safety Systems

• Compressors and Gas Engines

• Manufacture, Workmanship and Testing

• Operational and Training Requirements

• LR Rules for Classification of Natural Gas Fuelled Ships approved at the 
2011 Technical Committee meeting and will be published in July 2012

• Local rules and regulations on bunkering, etc, are inevitable.

Regulatory Structure
Lloyd’s Register



Lloyd’s Register Rules for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Basis of Proposal
• Driven by stringent international emission requirements and cost saving 

concerns, alternative fuels to replace traditional oil fuels are being investigated.

• LNG is a very attractive and feasible option to LNG carriers, and other non-LNG 
ship types. 

• As a leading Classification Organisation, Lloyd's Register has made substantial 
investments in research and development into using LNG as fuel. 

• In January 2007, Lloyd's Register published Provisional Rules for the
Classification of Methane Gas Fuelled Ships and it has received very positive 
recognition across the industry. 

• In the meantime, the demand for gas fuelled ships has been high in the past few 
years. Therefore, to facilitate the design and classification of gas fuelled ships 
other than LNG carriers, it is proposed to change the provisional Rules into full 
Rules for using LNG as fuel.

Lloyd’s Register Rules for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Purpose and Scope

• To provide requirements for machinery for propulsion and auxiliary purposes using 
natural gas or methane as a fuel; to provide a level of safety and reliability equivalent 
to that associated with conventional oil-fuelled propulsion and auxiliary machinery. 

• Specify requirements for gas fuelled systems in ships other than LNG Carriers. Cover 
both single fuelled and dual fuelled machinery, and gas fuel stored and supplied at 
low pressure (10 bar or less). 

• Requirements in addition to the applicable requirements of the Rules and Regulations 
for the Classification of Ships. 

• Systems in which gas is stored or supplied at higher pressures or systems which 
deviate from the prescriptive requirements of these Rules will be assessed on the 
basis of an engineering and safety justification in accordance with Lloyd's Registers 
Requirements for Machinery and Engineering Systems of Unconventional 
Design (Pt 7 Ch 15).



Lloyd’s Register Rules for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
References

• The LR Rules and Regulations for the Classification of Ships

• LR Provisional Rules for the Classification of Methane Gas Fuelled Ships 

• IMO International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying 
Liquefied Gases in Bulk (IGC Code).

• IMO Resolution MSC. 285(86)

• IEC 60079-10 (Explosive atmospheres: Classification of areas) 

• IEC 60092-502 (Electrical installations in ships: Tankers –Special features)

• EN 13463-1 (Non-electrical equipment for use in potentially explosive 
atmospheres)

• Feedback from manufacturers, designers, shipbuilders and internally from 
surveyors

Lloyd’s Register Rules for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Structure

• The new Rules incorporate the draft IMO guidelines for gas fuelled ships.

• Compliance with Lloyd’s Register’s Rules will ensure compliance with the IMO 
code.

• Object is to achieve an equivalent level of integrity as for oil fuelled ships.

• Based on achieving stated functional objectives  e.g. restrict gas dangerous 
areas.

• Prescriptive requirements that comply with the functional objectives are given.

• Alternative arrangements can be considered based on a safety justification case 

• In all cases a hazard assessment (HAZOP) is required.



Lloyd’s Register Rules for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Hazard Consideration

• Fire/explosion in spaces and adjacent to spaces

• Leakage

• Damage or sparking due to impact 

• Failure of structural integrity of containment 
systems

• Mechanical/control/electrical failure

• Manufacturing defects in equipment/materials

• Error in material and equipment selection

Lloyd’s Register Rules for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Design Considerations

• Arrangement of hazardous areas

• Gas storage and containment

• Double wall piping

• Bunkering

• Access and airlock

• Ventilation and pressurisation 

• Prime mover

• Redundancy 

• Control and monitoring

• Gas dangerous zones definition 

• Gas Detection

• Fire protection



Lloyd’s Register Rules for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Hazard Assessment

• Need to address the consequences of hazardous events including the effect on 
the ship, the whole machinery system and personnel

• Hazards to consider include:

• Various failure modes of piping system leading to leakage

• Fire/explosion

• Damage or sparking due to impact 

• Failure of structural integrity of containment systems

• Mechanical/control/electrical failure

• Manufacturing defects in equipment/materials

• Error in material and equipment selection

• Operator intervention/human error

Lloyd’s Register Rules for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Design Considerations - Fuel Storage 

• Gas storage tanks may be above or below deck and should be located as close 
as possible to the centreline:

• Minimum lesser of B/5 or 11.5m from ship side

• Minimum lesser of B/15 or 2m fro bottom plating

• Not less than 760mm from shell plating

• Gas fuel may be either compressed gas (CNG) or as liquefied gas (LNG).

• Compressed Gas Storage

• Methane gas compressed to 300bar is not normally acceptable stored 
below deck

• Liquefied gas

• Low temperature vacuum insulated tanks may be above or below the deck

• In any case a hazard assessment must be completed



Lloyd’s Register Rules for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Design Considerations - Gas safe machinery spaces

• Gas fuelled machinery is to be within gas safe machinery spaces.

• Machinery spaces may be considered gas safe when a suitable ventilation hood 
is provided over gas fuelled machinery.

• Air flow is to sweep over the machinery and be exhausted at the top of the 
hood

• Gas piping is to be double walled or within a ventilated duct.

• Two 100% extraction fans are required

• Gas safe space is to be maintained with an overpressure of at least 5Pa 

Lloyd’s Register Rules for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Design Considerations - ESD-protected machinery spaces

• Non-hazardous under normal conditions

• Under certain abnormal conditions (gas release) may become hazardous

• Emergency shutdown (ESD) of non safe equipment and machinery is to be 
automatically executed on gas detection.

• Two or more machinery spaces required.



Lloyd’s Register Rules for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships
Design Considerations - LNG Bunkering System

• Truck, barge or dedicated Station

• Bunker station position / segregation

• Manifold size / compatibility

• Deck loads / cryogenic protection

• LNG piping path to tanks

• Vapour management 

• Fire protection / detection / ESD

• Ships Compatibility / Checklists

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015-17
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Current and Developing Projects of Interest
Viking Line Cruise Ferry

Viking Line

• Built at STX Finland, the 56,850 gt ice class ropax will be the first deep sea 
international ferry to use LNG as its primary fuel. 

• The ferry will be built to meet the highest Finnish-Swedish Ice Class IA Super 
requirements and will also be the first ship to comply with Lloyd’s Register 
Rules for Natural Gas Fuelled Ships. 

Current and Developing Projects of Interest
North America’s 1st LNG Fuelled RoPax Ferries

Société des traversiers du Québec

• 130m (x1)  Matane (MBCG)

• |100A1 Ro-Ro Passenger Ferry 
Unrestricted Navigation (Near 
Coastal 2), Ice Class 1A (FSIC)

• Canadian Flag

• 92m (x2) Tadoussac (TBSC)

• |100A1 Ro-Ro Passenger Ferry

• Canadian Flag



Current Activity and Developing Projects of Interest
LNG Fuelled Inland Waterway Tanker

Argonon Shipping B.V.

• Built by Rotterdam's Shipyard Trico B.V., for Argonon
Shipping B.V. to Lloyd’s Register requirements.

• MT Argonon, a 110m, 6,100-dwt dual-fuelled chemical 
tanker propelled by two, dual-fuel Caterpillar DF3512 
engines, each providing 1,115 KW.

• The dual-fuel system is designed to burn an 80/20 
mixture of natural gas and diesel, reducing Sox, Nox and 
particulate-matter emissions, as well as reducing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from tank to flue.

• LNG is stored in a transport tank located on deck, 
supplied by Cryonorm Projects, based near Amsterdam.

Current Activity and Developing Projects of Interest
LNG Related Risk Assessments by Lloyd’s Register

• BP/HHI - LNG Dual Fuel Propulsion Systems

• EE Energy Bridge - Offshore Regas/ LNG STS 

• EE Teesside GasPort - Regas/ LNG STS 
Terminal

• Repsol/YPF Bahia Blanca - Regas/LNG STS 
Terminal

• Repsol/YPF Buenos Aires Gateway -
Regas/LNG STS Terminal

• Petrobras Guanabara - Regas/LNG STS 
Terminal

• QatarGas/STASCO – Nigg LNG STS Terminal

• Viking Line – Fuel LNG Risk Assessment

• Gutteling LNG Hoses – Certification Approval

• EN 1474 - Working group LNG transfer 
systems

• SIGTTO - Working group STS – ESD Lead

• ExxonMobil/ DSME - MEGI HP Dual Fuel 
Propulsion

• MHI – SSDGi HP Dual Fuel Propulsion



LNG Bunkering Infrastructure Study
Vision

• In response to developments in emission regulations and 
their impacts on shipping globally, Lloyd’s Register has 
commissioned a study with the aim of understanding how 
LNG bunkering infrastructure may develop for deep-sea 
shipping

• This will allow Lloyd’s Register to provide support and 
expert opinion for their clients who are planning the 
adoption of LNG as a fuel for ship propulsion in the deep-
sea trades.

The LNG Bunkering Infrastructure Study
Objectives

• Review the case for LNG as fuel for deep-sea ships by:

• Defining the main global trade routes by deep-sea ships

• Analysis of the main global trade patterns and fuel 
consumption

• Analysis of the global oil-based bunkering demand and hubs

• Assessment of LNG supply by evaluation of LNG trade and 
import/export terminals

• Surveys to understand how stakeholders respond

• Provide an assessment of the potential market size for LNG-
fuelled deep-sea ships under different scenarios based on an 
interactive model

• In co-operation with MSI and to be completed by spring 2012



The LNG Bunkering Infrastructure Study
Methodology

1st Stage Process

2nd Stage Process

Current & ongoing investigations

Today

Green Ship of the Future
Scope

• Desktop study of: LSFO, scrubber and LNG options
involving owners, suppliers, ship designers and class:

• Low sulphur fuel (MGO) – reference case

• Scrubber solution

• LNG as fuel

• All cases are treated as a retrofit of an existing 38,500 
DWT tanker

• The project is partly funded by The Danish Maritime Fund



Green Ship of the Future ECA
Reference Vessel

• 38,500 DWT MR tanker from 
D/S Norden

• Main engine MAN B&W 
6S50MC-C, 9480 kW @ 127 
rpm

• Service speed 15.2 kn.

Green Ship of the Future
ECA Retrofit Technology Project

• Partners in the ECA Project are:

• Alfa Laval Aalborg – Scrubber solution

• DS NORDEN – Data, drawings and operational issues

• MAN Diesel & Turbo – LNG retrofit of main engine and LNG system

• Lloyd’s Register – Review of solutions

• Maersk Maritime Technology – Economical evaluation and reporting

• Schmidt Maritime – Technical preparation of designs

• Elland Engineering – Technical preparation of designs

• GSF secretary – Project management, coordination and reporting



Closing Thoughts
Timing, engagement and commitment

• Level playing field in many respects with considerable accumulated technical 
knowledge to tap into:

• SIGGTO

• LNG Shipping

• LNG production and distribution companies

• Class Societies

• Other transportation modes

• Anchor Project success require acknowledgment and support by key 
stakeholders including positive outlook from entities like, but not limited to:

• Federal, Provincial and municipal governments bodies.

• Infrastructure and distribution organisations.

Thanks for your time

Questions?
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